of type of boundary condition. This situation may be improved when the domain increases with the time. To ensure the regularity this increase of size of the domain must be large enough with respect to the size of the initial data.
Computational expérience have been made for the Euler équation with artificial boundary condition and it has been noticed that the computation becomes stable when the size of the domain increases with the time. The regularity result which we prove here is the continuous version of this observation.
To make the reading easier we focus on the a priori estimâtes, when these estimâtes are proven the rest of the work is mere routine and we leave it to the reader. In section II we present the équations and we prove the existence of a weak solution. In section III we prove the regularity result and the uniqueness of the solution.
H. DESCRIPTION OF THE EQUATIONS AND EXISTENCE OF A WEAK SOLUTION
We will dénote by G an open set of U x x U t , and by T a positive number, T is finite but needs not to be small. with the homogeneous boundary condition :
Using the relation V.w = 0 one can introducé the stream function O and the vorticity co ; we then have : 2 and therefore oe = -AO. Now taking the curl of (1) we obtain the classical system :
VORTICITY EQUATION
If we dénote by dj ds the tangential derivative on the curve 3Q, we see that (2) can be written in the form :
Now the généralisation of (3), (4) will be the following :
in (6) X dénotes a non négative smooth function, ƒ is also a smooth function. With <I > given on dQ(t) the solution of (6) and (7) is uniquely determined, when co is prescribed In (8) the expression dG? dénotes the part of the boundary of G T where the vector fields (V A *, 1) defined in U 2 x U t points toward the interior of G T . More precisely let (v, v t ) dénotes the unitary outward normal to G T then dG-f is defined by the relation : In (10), d/ds dénotes the tangen tial derivative along the curve dQ(t). As a consé-quence of (10) we see that dGj is completely determined by the data : G T and \|/ which is the prescribed value of O at the boundary. It is clear that dGf contains the set Q(0) = { x | (x, 0) e G } and does
When d) and Ç are given, the solution of (5) and (8) is completely determined by a classical transport équation. Indeed, assuming that the vector field V A O is lipschitzian, we can consider the family of curve x(s) = U t (s) x defined by the ordinary differential équation :
We dénote by x(x, /) the first value of s (less that /) for which x(s) reaches the boundary of G T . Clearly we have :
and t/ r (x(x, t)) x e dGf.
Then the solution of (5) and (8) is clearly given by :
We can now state and prove the following :
) defined on T T and C^x, t) defined on dG-f are continuously differentiable (*) then there exists a weak solution (co, <I>) e ^(Gj)
of the following system :
We make no attempt for weakening the hypothesis of regularity for the data. is négative. Furthermore the function O satisfies, for any p (1 < p < oo) the estimate :
Remarks : Since (14) and (15) 
Oi course (18) means that in the distribution sense we have :
and that in some weak sense the restriction of co to dGj is defined and satisfies (16). We recall that the set 2(T) = (Q(T), T) belongs to dGj and that the set 1(0) = (Q(0), 0) belongs to dG? .
Proofofthe theorem 1 : As we have said we give mainly the a priori estimâtes : we consider the following itérative method : given d> n we define oe n+1 by the transport équation :
Ç(x, 0 and öGf are independent of « and the solution of (19), (20) is well defined and belongs to L°°(G T ), next we define O n+1 by the équation :
We will have from (19)- (20) the estimate
and for 1 < p < oo
where C dénotes a constant depending only of the open set G T . Now from the family (af, $ n ) one can extract a subfamily converging in (L°°(Q r )) with the weak star topology, the fact that (V A O") (., /) is uniformly bounded in W Up (Q(t)) and the équation (19) are used to obtain the limit (V A O). Vco (in the sense of distribution) in the non linear term(V A O"). VÛ>" + *.
m. CONSTRUCTION OF A SMOOTH SOLUTION
In this section we will assume that the domain increases fast enough compared with the size of the data and we will show that with this hypothesis the method of Wolibner [8] can be adapted Wolibner has noticed that from the estimate curl (o e L^iGj) one cannot deduce an estimate on the sup norm of V^w. Therefore the first step is to prove, using an analysis of the pair dispersion, that o is bounded in some Holder space C Oa . From this bound one deduces that V x u remains bounded in the same space. Then it is easy to prove that the solution will be as regular as the initial data.
To make a précise statement, we will assume that F = U dil(t) is defined by a smooth C 2 function F(x, i):
and for the transport équation we will prove the following. 
satisfies for any pairs {x, t) e G T and(y, i) e G T the estimâtes :
| C, 0 | ^ | Ç | L « ( 5G-, ^~-(28)
In the relation (28) the constant K dénotes the sup norm of V A U in G T , C dépends on the sup norme ofW A U in G T , of the open set itselfand of the value ofu.v in C 1>a (r). But it is independent of the other properties of the vector field u.
Proof : We will use the fact that o is constant along the caracteristics of the vector field u. Since we assume that u is smooth we can extend it in R* x [0, T] by a smooth vector field still denoted W(JC, t\ We may assume that u and VM = (dujdxj) are uniformly bounded in R%. x [0, T]. As it is done in the introduction we dénote by U t (s) x the value at the time s of the solution of the ordinary differential équation
k{s) = u(x(s\ s), x(t) = x.
From the transport équation we deduce that we have |«V) =O (30) and therefore that oo(x, t) is given by the relation
where t(x, t) dénotes the largest time, in the intervalle [0, t] where the curve s -+ U t (s) x reaches the boundary of G T . Now the relation (28) is a direct conse-quence of (31), To prove the relation (29) we will adapt the method of Wolibner [8] .
Since the open sets Q(0 are simply connected, we write, using the relation V. u = 0 the following équations :
As in the introduction ûc = (a 1? a 2 ) dénotes the components of the outward unitary normal to 30(0 in ^2-It is known (cf. Wolibner [8] or Ladysenskaia and Uraltceva [6] ) that there is no uniform bound of the gradient of u in term of the uniform norm of V A U and of the norme of u. a in C 1 (dQ(i)). On the other hand assuming (for sake of simplicity) that w.oc is bounded in C 2 (dQ(t)) one can prove (Wolibner [8] , Kato [2] ) the following estimate :
where C dénotes a constant depending only on the open set Q(0, and the boundary condition M. oc in C 2 (dQ(t)) and K dénotes the norm of V A U in L°°(Q(0)-From the relation (35) one deduces, for two solutions U t (s) x and U t (s) y of the differential équation (29), the classical pair dispersion relation :
For the two points (x, t) and (y, t) appearing in the relation (29) we will dénote by x and r| the numbers t = T(X, t\ r| = x(y, t) and by a and b the points U t (%) x and U t (y\) y. We will consider three différents cases.
(i) a e S(0) and b e X(0) (ii) aeT and b e F (iii) aeT and iel(O).
In the first case we have x = r) = 0 and from the relation (36) we deduce the formula :
(*) For the rest of the proof C will dénote any constant depending on the open set G T , on w.ot and on the norm of u in L^iGj) but of nothing else K dénotes the norm of V A U in L™(G T ).
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In the second case we use the relation (26) and we write :
Jo to obtain, with -y > ôT/dt, the relation :
Since y(s) = U t (s) y is a solution of the differential équation y = u(y, s) we have :
«x, t))y\ + + \U t «x,t))y-U t (x(y,t))y\
With (40), (39) and the estimate (36) we obtain finally the relation :
or with a change of définition of the constant C
An other use of the mean value theorem gives :
(T(x,t)y-U t (T{y,t))y\
Therefore in the second case we have : 
and assume that the data Ç e C 1 (dGf\ f e C 1 (G T ) and v| / e C 2 (ôGf) are small enough in thefollowing sense : 
has a unique solution which satisfies the additional regularity property : 
Nowifo)" is uniformly bounded in L^ (G r )byX = | Ç | L^G -), the solution of (50) and (51) and the quotients :
are boun4ed by E \ Ç | C i ( a G -) where £" dénotes a constant independent of (x, t\ (y, i) and of n. The proof of the estimate is complete. The rest of the proof is simple routine it is left to the reader. In particular with the estimate on co"(., t) in C°' a (with a = e~K lT ) one deduces from (50) and (51) that the vector field w" + *(-, 0 is uniformly bounded in C 1>Qt (Q(0) then it is easy to prove that the solution is as smooth as the initial data.
